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Parking 101
On-Street Parking

Off-Street Parking
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Parking 101
Parking needs vary
by land use and
intensity of use

Parking 101
Context Matters
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Parking 101
The Economics of Parking

Parking 101
New construction

vs

Change of use
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Parking 101
Off-street parking shapes a
city’s appearance and image

Parking 101
Policy Framework
•Oakland Land Use and
Transportation Element
•Streetscape/ TOD Plans
•Bike and Ped Plans
•Climate Action Plan
•“Transit First“ Policy
•Zoning Regulations
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Goals of the Parking Update
• Support business needs and vitality of
commercial districts
• Reduce adverse effects of parking on
neighborhood livability
• Contribute to neighborhood walkability
• Reduce visual impacts of parking
• Achieve consistency with sustainability and
mobility goals
• Encourage efficient use of land

History of Oakland’s Parking Regulations
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History of Oakland’s Parking Regulations
• Much of Oakland’s development pre‐dates
parking requirements
• Streetcar network reduced the need to drive
• Post WW II period saw increase in auto use,
suburban development patterns
• City adopted parking regulations in early 1960s
• Some regulations changed/augmented since
then; others have not changed in 40 years

Since 1965…
• Cars have changed
• Travel behavior has
changed
• Oakland has changed

Oakland’s parking
regulations have not
kept up!
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Oakland’s Regulations Today
• Chapter 17.116 of the Planning Code
• Other regulations are embedded in other
parts of the Code
• Requirements are typically expressed as
“minimum number of spaces”
• Some variation in requirements based on
zoning district (e.g., Downtown)

Chapter 17.116 covers:
• Number of spaces required for :
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Residential activities
Commercial activities
Industrial activities
Civic activities
Agricultural activities

Calculation “rules” and exceptions
Multiple activities on a property
Reuse of an existing structure (vs new)
Loading requirements (by activity)
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Chapter 17.116 covers:
• Property on which parking/loading must be
provided
• Parking space and loading berth dimensions
• Driveway and maneuvering aisle standards
• Provisions for tandem spaces
• Surfacing and grade (slope) of parking/loading
• Screening/ setback requirements
• Illumination requirements

Typical Requirements
USE

REQUIREMENT

New single family
home

One (1) to two (2) spaces

New church in a
neighborhood
commercial zone

One (1) space for each 15 seats, or for each 100 square feet
of floor area where seats are not fixed, in principal meeting
rooms

Fast food restaurant in One (1) space for each 200 square feet of floor area.
a community
commercial area
Convenience market in One (1) space for each 300 square feet of floor area.
a neighborhood
commercial zone
Automotive repair

One (1) space per 1,000 square feet of floor area
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Reuse of an Existing Building
• Pre‐1965 buildings may change use
without increasing off‐street parking
• Conforming parking/ loading must
be provided for new activities in
post‐1965 buildings
• Additions must provide conforming
parking for the additional floor area
• Adding a dwelling unit to a building
requires adding parking

How Oakland Measures Up
A new 50,000 square foot supermarket in a
neighborhood commercial area would require:
•100 spaces in Berkeley
•150 spaces in Emeryville
•160 spaces in San Francisco
•167 spaces in Oakland
•250 spaces in Fremont
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Dimensional Requirements
• Parking space dimensions defined by code
Regular space: 18’ x 8.5’
Intermediate space: 16.5’ x 8’
Compact: 15’ x 7.5’

Special Requirements for One and
Two Family Homes
• Parking must be to the rear or
side if most nearby homes on the
street have side/rear parking
• Garages must be recessed from
façade in some cases to maintain
design continuity
• Maximum garage width of 22’
(30’ if set back)
• Garage may not exceed 50% of
total façade
• No parking on patios/lawns, etc
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Problems with the Regulations
•
•
•
•

Some are outdated
They often reflect suburban settings
They are confusing and hard to use
One size does not fit all

Issues and Opportunities
• How much is “not enough”?
• How much is “too much”?
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Parking Benefit Districts
Used to create new off‐street lots in
areas where businesses cannot
provide parking on‐site

“Unbundling”
• Separates the cost of
parking from the cost of
condominiums and
apartments
• Allows employees to opt
out of their free parking
spaces for cash
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Environmentally‐Friendly
Parking Lots
• Stronger design
and
landscaping
standards
• Permeable
pavement and
runoff control

Shared Parking
Shared parking serves uses with
different peaking characteristics (e.g.,
theaters and offices)
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Reduced Requirements
Near Transit
Less off‐street
parking may be
required near
BART stations and
along major bus
lines

Stacked Parking
New
technologies
can reduce
the land area
used for off‐
street
parking
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Ideas from Other Places
Portland, Oregon
•No parking required in
Downtown
•Incentives to build garages
instead of surface lots
•Reduced requirements near
“transit streets”
•Reduced requirements
where bike parking or shared
parking is provided

Ideas from Other Places
Seattle, Washington
•Reduced requirements if:
– Near frequent transit
– If the activity provides:
• Certified car pool
space(s)
• Subsidized transit passes
• Covered bicycle parking
spaces
• Shared parking

•No spaces required in
certain zones
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Ideas from Other Places
Denver, Colorado
•Requirements tailored to
neighborhoods
•Maximums apply in transit‐
oriented development areas
•No additional parking
required in historic buildings
changing uses

Ideas from Other Places
San Francisco
•Maximums apply Downtown
•0.25 spaces per unit in high
density residential districts
•Car‐share space required in
buildings with 50+ units
•Off‐street spaces unbundled
from rent/ sale price
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Next Steps
Kickoff
Meeting

Technical Advisory
Input

Additional
Public
Meetings

Planning
Commission

City
Council
hearings

SEPT OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN
2011
Research/
Fieldwork

2012
Prepare
Draft
Regulations

Revise
Draft
Regulations

Present
Draft
Regulations

Adoption

Tonight’s Format
• Visit each of the four stations
–
–
–
–

Your Concerns
Challenges and Trade‐offs
Ideas from Other Places 1
Ideas from Other Places 2

• Reconvene and share thoughts and questions
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For more information:
www.oaklandnet.com/planning
strategicplanning@oaklandnet.com
(510) 238‐7299
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